
 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

IMPROVISATION 

THE FREE FANT ASIA 
1 

I 

A 
FANTASIA is said to be free when it is unmeasured and 
moves through more keys than is customary in other pieces, 
which are composed or improvised in meter. 

2. These latter require a comprehensive knowledge of compo
sition, whereas the former requires only a thorough understanding 
of harmony and acquaintance with a few rules of construction. Both 
call for natural talent, especially the ability tO improvise. It is quite 
possibTe foi- a person to have studied composi

°

tion with gobd success 
and to have turned his pen to fine ends without his having any gift 
for improvisation. But, on the other hand, a good future in compo
sition can be assuredly predicted for anyone who can improvise, 
provided that he writes profusely and does not start too late. 

,. A free fantasia consists of_yaried ha.!:!!'on�rogr!:ssions which 
can be ei,p_resseg in .�IJ manner o[ figuration_ and motives. A key in 
which to begin and end must be established. Although no bar lines 
are employed, the ear demands a definite relationship in the suc
cession and duration of the chords themselves, as we shall see later, 
and the eye, a relationship in the lengths of notes so that the piece 
may be notated. Therefore, it is usually assumed that such fantasias 
are in a four-four meter; and the tempo is indicated by the words 
which are placed above the beginning. We have already learned of 
the fine effect created by fantaSias in Chapter lll of Part I of this 
Essay, to which I refer my reader.• 

4. Especial care must be exercised in improvising at the harpsi-
1 A detailed itudy of tbla chapter and an analysi, of the a.ppended Fantasia (Figure 

48o) appear in Heinric:h Schenkcr's Da.s Meistuwetlc in dn Afwilt� Drei Masken Ver
lag, Milne-hen 19•5. Vol. I, p. 11 fl 

• In 1 15. 
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chord and the organ; at the former, in order to avoid playing in a 
single color; at the latter in order to sustain constantly and hold 
chromatic progressions in check. At least, they should not be intro• 
duced sequentially, for the tuning of the organ is very rarely tem• 
pered . .Tu. b�� instrum�w.for..our purpose are the clavichord ,!X 
and pianoforte. Both can and must be well tuned. The undamped 
register of the pianoforte is the most pleasing and, once the per
former learns to observe the necessary precautions in the face of its 
reverberations, the most delightful for improvisation. 

5. There are occasions when an accompanist must extemporize
before the beginning of a piece. Because such an improvisation is 
to be regarded as a prelude which prepares the listener for the con
tent of the piece that follows, it is more restricted than the fantasia, 
from which nothing more is required than a display of the key• 
boardist's skill. The construction of the former is determined by 
the nature of the piece which it prefaces; and the content or affect 
of this piece becomes the material out of which the prelude is 
fashioned. But in a fantasia the performer is completely free, there 
being no attendant restrictions. 

6. W'hen only little time is available for the display of crafts
manship, the performer should not wander into too remote keys, 
for the performance must soon come to an end. Moreover, the prin
cipal key must not be left 100 quickly at the beginning nor regained 
too late at the end. At the start the principal key must prevail for 
some time so that the listener will be unmistakably oriented. And 
again before the close it must be well prolonged as a means of pre
paring the listener for the end of the fantasia and impressing the 
tonality upon his memory. 

7. Following are the briefest and most natural means of which
a keyboardist, particularly one of limited ability, may avail himself 
in extemporizing: With due camion he fashions his bass out of the 
ascending and descending scale of the prescribed key, with a variety I 
of figured bass signatures (Figure 472, Example a);• he may inter-
polate a few half steps (b), arrange the scale in or out of its normal I 
sequence (c), and perform the resultant progressions in broken or 

• The upper slgna.turn of the first ascending and dcsc:cnding Ka.lea in major and
minor agree wilh the oldt.r Rt:gola dt:tl' Ottova, which was used by 17th· and 18th• 
CCtltury thcorisl, 10 insLruc1 begfoncn in the proper chord {or each atc:p. It was 
adopted wilh minor variants by R.ameau, Hti11ichcn, a.nd Mauhoon, among othm. 
11 Jormtd the 6nt ,u�p o[ instruction in the reading or un6gurc:d bas:sC5, and was 
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8. When the performer is allowed adequate time to have attcn•
tion directed to his work, he may modulate to remoter keys. But 
formal closing cadence, are not always required; they are employed 
at the end and once in the middle. It suffices if th_! lea_<!j.Qg_ton� 
(semitonium modi) of the various keys lies in the bass or some other 
part, for this tone is the pivot and token of all natural modulation. 
When it lie, in the bass, the seventh chord, the chord of the sixth, or 
the six-live chord is taken above it (Figure 473, Example a); it mav 
also be found in chords which arc inversions of these• (b). It is one 
of the beauties of improvisation to feign modulation to a new key 
through a formal cadence and then move off in another direction. 
This and other rational deceptions make a fantasia attractive; but 
they must not be excessively used, or natural relationships will be
come hopelessly buried beneath them. 

Figure -471 
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I 9. In a free fantasia modulation may be made to closely related, 
remote, and all other keys. Strange and profuse modulations arc 
not recommended in pieces performed in strict measure, but a fan
tasia with CJ<cursions to only the next related keys would sound too 
plain. From a major key the acknowledged close! y related keys are 
on the fifth degree with a major third and on the sixth with a minor 
third. And from minor keys modulation is made chiefly to the third 
degree with a major third, and the fifth with a minor third. But the 
remote keys in major are on the second and third degrees, both con· 
taining minor triads, and on the fourth with a major triad. The 

• Die Verlurl'mmg jener Accorde. lnnniOn hac bu a looen meaning than it had
in R.amc1u'11y1temalic use of the tttm. 
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crudeness. It should be observed generally, but particularly in the 
following examples, that the progressions which introduce remote 
modulations from an established key must be played more broadly 
than those of other modulations. By transposing these and the pre 
ceding examples, and combining them, a facility in modulation will 
eventually be attained. 

11. As a means of reaching the most distant keys more quickly
 and with agreeable suddenness no choJd is more convenient and 

• 
, .. ;J.· fruitful than the seventh chord with a,�iminished seventh and fifth, 

Jor by inver-ting. it and changing it enharmonically
J 

� great many 
chordal transformations can be attained. And when there is added to 
this all the harmonic artistry and rare progressions of the preceding 
chapters, what an endless vista of harmonic variety unfolds before 
usl Does it still seem difficult to move wherever we will? Hardly, for 
we need only decide how circuitous or direct our route must be. 
There are only three of these chords of the diminished seventh with 
their three superimposed minor thirds, for the fourth chord is a 
repetition of the first, as illustrated in Example a, Figure 476. It 
would take too long to demonstrate all of the opportunities afforded 
by this chord to guide harmony in any conceivable direction. The 
possibilities of experimentation which are suggested under b must 
suffice for the present. We repeat that such chromatic progressions 
are 10 be played only occasionally, with artistry, and broadly. 

Figure 476 
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12. The beauty of variety is made evident in the fantasia. A
diversified figuration and all attributes of good performance must 
be employed. The ear tires of unrelieved passage work, sustained 
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chords, Ol broken hord�. Ry themselves they neither stir nor still 
th passions; and it ii. for th;a:sc purposes that the fantasia is excep
ticmally weH suited. Broken chords nm t not progress wo upjdly 
or uneveniy (Figure 477, £xamph, a), Occasional exceptions 1.11 this 
precept may be introduced with good effe<.t into chromatic pr-ogres, 
jon:5. The performer mu.st not break his chords constantly in a 

single color. s Both hands may progress from the low Lo the high 
register, or the ieft hand may do this alone while the right remains 
in its own n-gi:1.ter. Thts kind of execution LS good on the h.arpsiw 
chord, fm out o( it there comes an ag,-eeable alternation of devi.sed 
forte and piano. Those who are capabk will do well when they de
part from a too natural use of harmony to introduce an occasional 
deception: but if their attainments are insuffid nt for the pUipose, 
they mun enhane<: by means of a varied and fine execution of all 
manner of figur,uion those ha.rmonies which �ound pfain when per
formed in the u�uail style. Most dissonances may be doubled in the 
left hand. Th ear will accepL the Tesultant octave� in fuU harmo□}'; 
Jifth.s, howevel', must be avoided. The fourth, when it appea,s in 
company ,vith the fifth and ninth, and the ninth at aU t.ime:s are 
not doubled. 
Figure 477 
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raptd or slow Jigmauon, Brok.en choTds in wluch pnnc1pal as well 
as certain neighboring tones are repeated (Figure 478i Example a) 
are especiall}' auractive, for they are more varied than a simple 
arpeggio where the tones are played successively just as they lie 
under the hands. In the interests of dtgance the majow (b) o,r minor 
( c) second may be :;truck and q uiu d befow each tone of a broken
triad or a r fationsh½p based on a triad. Thi� i,s caned "breaking
wi.lh acciacc:atu.re." In ruris, the normal tone!! of chords are 6Hed in.
These runs may punue a direct course through one or more oct.a.ve:s
upward and downward. But an agreeable variety arises out of repeti
tions (d) and the instrtion of foreign tones (e). Rons which contain

,1;1 I.e., at 11. fixed dyniilmit level. 
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o( the latter, in the form of a _figured bass, may be found in Figure 
479. The note values haH bttn wnuen .11 ••rnratcly .,s nn be t'x
pccted In performance ea<h 1hnrd is arp<-ggiated twice. When the
second arpeggio iJ to be ukcn m a dilfc..cm regi<ttT by ei1hrr the
right or the left hand, thr ,hangc u indiatcd in the fantasia The
tones or the slow, fully gi 1ppcd, horcls, which Me played u arpcg
g10s, arc all ol NJnal duration. �t'n though resni, tion� or spa,e
hnc necessitated tht' superposing of wh11e and bl,11 k notes 111 the
interests or greater legibility. At the bcKmning and end (1) or the
sketch (Figure 479) we 6nd long extensions on the tonic harmony.
At 2 there iJ a modulation to the fifth on whi,h tJ1c performer rc
m.ains for some time until at x he mo,cs 1oward E minor The three
tones at 3, joined by a ,lur, cluridacc the transition 10 the repetition
or 1he chord of the second which is regained by mt'ans or an inter•
change or chordal tones. This transition is performed in slow
figuration, the bass being purposely omitted from the piece as per•
formed. The change from the s;,vcnth chord on b 10 the following
chord of the JC<:ond on b-Hat is an cllipsi.1, for normally the six-four
chord on// or the triad on c would prccedc the chord o( the second. 
The chord at 4 seems to point toward D minor, but the minor triad 
is omi11cd and instead 1hc chord of the second (5) with an aug 
men It'd founh is played on c as if the plan wnt' 10 movr on to 1he 
C major chord. lnst�d. the G minor chord is playM at G, to be fol 
lowed largely by dissonant relationships leading bark to tbc prin
cipal 1onah1y, on whit·h the fama,i., ends over :m organ point. 

figure H9 
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